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The United Nations has declared 2009 the Interna-
tional Year of Natural Fibers. Since every issue of Spin.Off is 
packed with natural fibers, we thought we’d take it one 
step further. Our Fall issue will pay special tribute to the 
natural fibers that make spinning so enjoyable. The Fall 
2009 Your Yarn challenge will feature Natural Fiber From 

Scratch: wool you processed yourself, cotton you prepared from the boll, silk 
reeled from cocoons, etc. No manufactured or synthetic fibers here—these 
yarns are as natural and pure as they come! All yarn must also be natural col-
ored or dyed with natural materials. The deadline to submit is June 1, 2009. 
Please send a minimum five-yard length of handspun yarn labeled with your 
name, mailing address, phone number, e-mail address (if you have one), and 
fiber content. Mail your comments and your yarn to Spin.Off  Your Yarn, 201  
E. Fourth St., Loveland, CO 80537. Call or e-mail us with questions at (970) 
613-4682 or spinoff@interweave.com. The yarn won’t be returned, but it will 
be used to raise money for a worthy charity. Please contact us at the above 
address if you’d like to volunteer to make a charity item using the yarns from 
previous Your Yarn entries. Yarns that don’t appear in the magazine may be 
viewed on our website, spinoffmagazine.com.

Next 
Challenge

y o u r  y a r n

Spindle-
Spun
Yarns 

High whorl, low whorl, tahkli, or Turkish— 
anything goes! Yarns are shown at 100%.  

Details show the yarns magnified at 235%.

Char Lynum of Eau Claire, Wisconsin
85% Huacaya alpaca/15% angora, 2-ply, 16 wpi, 7 bpi, 850 ypp

Margaret Holsinger of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
50% Merino/30% silk/20% angora, 2-ply, 49 wpi, 21 bpi, 4,900 ypp
“The fiber for this spindle-spun yarn was purchased several years ago from Widdershin Woolworks. It 
was spun on a Kundert high-whorl spindle, and will one day be transformed into a bobbin-lace shawl.”

Mary Anderson of St. Louis Park, Minnesota
Wool/silk blend, 2-ply, 19 wpi, 10 bpi 2,000 ypp

Marjory Day of Poplar Grove, Illinois
Silk blend, singles, 24 wpi, 2,350 ypp

Crystal Jacklin of Hannibal, Missouri
Wool, 2-ply, 28 wpi, 11 bpi, 2,700 ypp

Jennie Drysdale of Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Mohair/wool/nylon/dyed wool burrs, 2-ply, 16 wpi, 6 bpi, 825 ypp
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Ellen Hall of Fultondale,  Alabama
Mohair, 2-ply, 22 wpi, 8 bpi, 1,425 ypp
“My sister surprised me with this gorgeous natural-colored, second-clip kid mohair fleece. I plan to knit 
a shawl, handwarmers, and socks with the yarn. I spun this yarn using a Kundert top-whorl spindle.”

Susan Sullivan Maynard of Brisbane, California
Wool/Mylar glitz, 3-ply, 11 wpi, 10 bpi, 700 ypp
“I carry a spindle regularly and spin anywhere and everywhere. These singles were spun on a Dervish 
spindle, unwound, tripled over, and allowed to twist back on themselves using the spindle as a weight.”

Sara Leffingwell of Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Wool blend, 2-ply, 15 wpi, 9 bpi, 850 ypp
“Equal parts of purple, plum, magenta, and lilac wool were handblended, and a bit of olive green was 
added. This was spun on a Kundert spindle.”

Cathy Leffingwell of Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Corriedale/Romney cross/dyed mohair, 4-ply, 12 wpi, 8 bpi, 625 ypp
“I loaded my combs with wool and added one lock of mohair. The fiber left on the combs after dizzing 
was then handcarded. Two plies of the yarn were spun worsted, two spun woolen from rolags. Eventually 
the yarn will become mittens. It was spun on an Emily spindle.”

Gail Russell of Christchurch, New Zealand
Silk, 3-ply, 31 wpi, 15 bpi, 4,100 ypp
“Most of my spindling is fine and usually used for baby knitting or embroidery. This yarn is from silk 
 sliver finely spun on a Golding top-whorl Celtic-knot spindle.”

Selah Barling of Seattle, Washington
Mohair, 2-ply, 17 wpi, 4 bpi, 1,000 ypp
“My yarn is spun of mohair from The Pines Farm in Maple Valley, Washington. I spun it standing on my 
attic steps—going for a long strand.”

Nadine Borovicka of Huntington, West Virginia
Corriedale wool, 2-ply, 16 wpi, 8 bpi, 925 ypp
“Corriedale locks plied with a nylon thread strung with beads. This was spun on my midweight  
Kokovoko spindle.”

Karen Bertino of Thornborough, Buckingham, England
Cormo wool, 2-ply, 17 wpi, 5 bpi, 875 ypp
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Nancy Bertino of Canandaigua, New York
Polworth wool, 2-ply, 23 wpi, 5 bpi, 1,650 ypp

Mary Stamos of Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
Shetland wool, 2-ply, 12 wpi, 7 bpi, 650 ypp
“This was spun using an Ashford top-whorl spindle and is from my first skein of spindle-spun yarn.”

Nancy Alford of St. Joe,  Arkansas
Cotton, Navajo plied, 21 wpi, 10 bpi, 1,225 ypp
“This was spun on a handmade small wood wheel spindle and dyed with pea hulls and leftover  
blue dye.”

June Russell of Swans Island, Maine
Shetland/mohair blend, singles, 12 wpi, 525 ypp
“Shetland wool and local mohair fiber hand-dyed using Kool-aid/vinegar bath. Spun single ply on a 
drop spindle—one of my first efforts at spinning, and now I can’t seem to stop.”

Lisa Grossman of Babylon, New York
60% Merino/25% tussah silk/15% Tencel, 4-ply, 26 wpi, 13 bpi, 1,125 ypp
“Spun partly on a Greensleeves Vixen, partly on a Greensleeves Ethan Jakob (both around  
.06  ounces), and plied on a vintage Kundert (1.1 ounces.)”

Margaret Kelly of Birch Tree, Missouri
Wool, 2-ply, 15 wpi, 6 bpi, 675 ypp
“I have tried several times to spin with a low whorl and did not have much success. Then the presi-
dent of our antique engine club, who is also a woodworker, made a few Turkish spindles. They are bal-
anced so perfectly that it made spinning with them a pleasure. I’m not good at it but feel with practice 
I can master the handspindle. It was a challenge to ply with a handspindle, but I finally did.”

Glenna Chumbley of Syracuse, New York
Silk, 2-ply, 61 wpi, 12 bpi, 13,250 ypp
“The yarn was made with fiber and equipment I got at Rhinebeck this year. The fiber is a noily silk 
that was a gift from Dan Brewer of Gnomespun Yarns. It was hand-dyed by Dan and spun and plied 
on a 9-gram Lily spindle.”
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Suzanne Jones of Stewartsville, Missouri
99% Great Pyrenees/1% wool, 2-ply, 21 wpi, 1,450 ypp
“We got Copper, a Great Pyrenees, in June 2008.  A guild had a dye workshop in August, and I stuck 
some of his fluff in the blue dye. I spun this on my Hatchtown spindle after combing on my double-row 
indigo combs.”

Carol Cooper of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Organic green cotton, 2-ply, 32 wpi, 8 bpi, 4,400 ypp
“I spun and plied this cotton on a tahkli. The final yarn went for a 20-minute boil in Philadelphia tap 
water, which darkened and enhanced its natural green color.”

Neal Goman of Minneapolis, Minnesota
Merino, cabled, 12 wpi, 475 ypp
“This cabled Merino yarn was made using a Golding 2-ounce heavyweight top spinner and is  
Peruvian plied.”

Ruth Frey of Moscow, Idaho
Coopworth/Icelandic wool, 2-ply, 20 wpi, 8 bpi, 1,300 ypp
“The blue singles were spun from Coopworth roving and hand-dyed in an indigo vat. The gray singles are 
from a natural-colored Icelandic top. The yarn was spun on a homemade spindle made from toy wheels 
and a dowel.”

Barbara Peters of White Hall, Montana
Merino/Tencel, singles, 19 wpi, 1,250 ypp
“This is Merino and Tencel, which I dyed and then spun. I love the pearly look of this yarn.”

Angela Schneider of Bartlett, Tennessee
Soysilk/Black Diamond bamboo, 2-ply, 31 wpi, 13 bpi, 2,825 ypp
“I heard about this new ‘carbonized’ fiber at Convergence in June. It sold out pretty quickly at the 
 vendors. Fortunately I was able to find some the next week at Old College Fibre Week in Alberta.  
I started spinning on my handspindle on the way home, with visions of making an even finer thread  
for tablet-woven designs.”

Susan Smart of Moscow, Idaho
Shetland wool, 3-ply, 25 wpi, 10 bpi, 1,875 ypp
“This yarn was spun in the grease with a Bosworth 32-gram Midi Spindle.”
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Wanda Jenkins of Scotts Mills, Oregon
Bombyx silk, 2-ply, 24 wpi, 13 bpi, 2,625 ypp
“I’ve been spinning yards and yards of silk to make my crocheted Page Minders for friends. Not only 
does the Turkish spindle have a wonderful long spinning time, but it is the perfect portable spindle, 
not only for spinning while walking—I recently got the hang of spinning while on my exercise bike!”

Barbara Wells of Dallastown, Pennsylvania
Border Leicester/Merino cross, singles, 10 wpi, 400 ypp
“As a handweaver I want to weave with wool but can’t handle commercially processed wool.  
This is combed semiworsted on 5-pitch English combs. I’m new to spinning and use a floor spindle  
my husband made out of a small wooden bowl and a dowel rod.”

Ingrid Riddell of Bena,  Australia
Soysilk, 2-ply, 32 wpi, 8 bpi, 3,050 ypp

Leslie Carroll-Bartlett of El Dorado Springs, Missouri
Soysilk/Optim/Tencel/Merino, 2-ply, 8 wpi, 7 bpi, 550 ypp

Siobhan Welch of Pocahontas, Arkansas
Bombyx silk, 2-ply, 56 wpi, 12 bpi, 11,000 ypp

Linda Scharf of Needham, Massachusetts
Nettle/silk, singles, 19 wpi, 1,875 ypp

Amy Ford of University City, Missouri
Merino/bamboo, 2-ply, 8 wpi, 7 bpi, 475 ypp
“This yarn is spindle spun with one strand hand-dyed Merino top and one strand carded  
Merino/bamboo blend.”

Joan Apthorp of Chapel Hill,  Australia
Wool/silk, cabled, 28 wpi, 1,700 ypp
“One strand of this yarn is orange wool, one strand orange silk. Both were dyed by me with 
 Landscapes dye before spinning.”
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Michele Grim of Curtice, Ohio
Silk, singles, 22 wpi, 5,800 ypp
“I have really fallen in love with silk hankies! This was spun on a Golding spindle.”

Cindy Bennish of Maywood, Illinois
Mystery fiber, 2-ply, 10 wpi, 5 bpi, 600 ypp

Ethel-Lonniell Williams of Nashville, Tennessee
Cormo wool, singles, 19 wpi, 2,150 ypp
“One of the spinners in my group hand-dyed some Cormo fleece this pretty red. The locks have been 
flicked, combed, and high-whorled into singles.”

Darla Mohr of Hannacroix, New York
Wool/mohair/nylon, 2-ply, 11 wpi, 3 bpi, 650 ypp
“This was spun on my 2-ounce high-whorl spindle from Millpoint Emporium in Amsterdam, New York.  
It was plied on my 3-ounce Schacht spindle. I prefer to spin on my spindle over my wheels, even though  
I taught myself how to use both at the same time.”

Stefanie Roché of Bad Zwesten, Germany
Eidersheep wool, 2-ply, 15 wpi, 13 bpi, 925 ypp
“This is my first plied yarn. I only started spinning two months ago. It is Eidersheep wool spun and plied 
on a homemade, half-suspended spindle with a clay whorl. Even though I have a wheel, that spindle 
comes along anywhere I travel.”

Penny Teem of Williford,  Arkansas
Cashmere/tussah silk, 2-ply, 35 wpi, 14 bpi, 5,400 ypp
“I had a great time with this yarn. It was spun on top-whorl Russian spindles. The natural cashmere and 
tussah silk were also plied on a top-whorl Russian spindle. This will be used to make an Orenburg lace 
shawl.”

Jeannine Glaves of Tulsa, Oklahoma
80% alpaca/20% Merino, 2-ply, 20 wpi, 10 bpi, 1,725 ypp

Judy Gilchrist of Duxbury, Massachusetts
50% Merino/50% silk, 2-ply, 28 wpi, 11 bpi, 3,200 ypp
“I find that I tend to spin finer on a spindle than I do on the wheel using the same fiber. My goal is to 
make a Morning Surf Scarf like those in the Summer 2008 Spin.Off.  Therefore, I shall probably Navajo-ply 
that yarn to preserve color changes and to produce a thicker yarn than this sample. This fiber is from 
The Good Shepherd in Vermont. I spun it on a Golding .8-ounce Brass Flower spindle and plied it on a 
beautiful 1-ounce Golding vintage ring spindle.”
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Audrey Thorson of Colville, Washington
Qiviut, 2-ply, 14 wpi, 6 bpi, 1,500 ypp
“This was spun and plied with a Bosworth Moosie spindle.”

Sandie Nardozzi of Bath, Maine
50% alpaca/24% silk/25% Merino/Firestar, 2-ply, 16 wpi, 8 bpi, 750 ypp

Gale Martsolf of Sandy, Oregon
Pygora, singles, 16 wpi, 1,025 ypp
“My fiber is 100% pygora from our Black Truffel, type B fiber. My handspindle weighs 12 grams.  
It was made by my husband, and I’m very proud of it.”

Jennifer Runty of Denver, Colorado
Wool, 2-ply, 17 wpi, 8 bpi, 1,225 ypp
“This sample was spun and plied on a 1.1-ounce 2-inch Hi-Lo Schacht spindle from Potluck virgin 
wool roving in the Ocean Blue color. I hope to make my first pair of handspun socks from this yarn.”

Sue Hoyland of Saundersfoot, Wales
Merino/silk, 2-ply, 12 wpi, 7 bpi, 750 ypp
“This was spun on a high-whorl spindle with a 2½ inch whorl. The rainbow blend was a joy to spin  
on a spindle. I put the two balls in separate bowls and plied them back together turning the spindle 
counterclockwise—I always spin clockwise.”

Robin Buckallew of Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Wensleydale wool, 2-ply, 32 wpi, 8 bpi, 1,800 ypp

Bea Boisnorth of San Leandro, California
Wool, 2-ply, 22 wpi, 7 bpi, 1,650 ypp

Shirley Lyster of Powell River, Canada
Romney wool, 2-ply, 11 wpi, 4 bpi, 825 ypp

Patricia Arrotin of Sainte Monique Lac Saint Jean, Quebec, Canada
Arcott Rideau lamb’s wool, 2-ply, 18 wpi, 9 bpi, 1,350 ypp
“This is a 2-ply yarn made on a CD spindle. I made it with a fleece from an Arcott Rideau black  
lamb that I sheared.”
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Joy Buck of Nashville, Tennessee
Wool, 2-ply, 16 wpi, 6 bpi, 1,650 ypp
“I spun and plied this yarn while demonstrating spindle spinning at our fall Music and Molasses Festival. 
Having some grease in the wool made for a better grab when my attention was divided between my 
spinning and the crowd’s questions—I didn’t drop it as often.”

Isabel Cartaxo of Viana Do Alentejo, Portugal
Wool/cotton yarn waste, singles, 12 wpi, 590 ypp

Irene Andersson of Ljungskile, Sweden
German shepherd/mohair/silk, 2-ply, 11 wpi, 5 bpi, 700 ypp

Darcy Maloney of Wall, Texas
Wool, 2-ply, 19 wpi, 4 bpi, 1,600 ypp
“While deployed for nine months to Djibouti, Africa, I brought some of the wool from my sheep and my 
high-whorl spindle. Though I’m not a great spindler, I found great comfort in sitting in front of my CLU 
(containerized living unit) and spinning the wool I’d brought from home.”

Catherine Elledge of Manteo, North Carolina
Merino, 2-ply, 13 wpi, 11 bpi, 750 ypp
“This was spun on my Kundert top-whorl spindle and plied using the generic 2-ounce spindle on which I 
learned to spin.”

Janet Meadows of Lynnwood, Washington
50% Cotswold/50% kid mohair, 2-ply, 10 wpi, 8 bpi, 500 ypp
“2008 was the ‘Year of Spindle Spinning’ for me. I learned to spindle, and I finally learned how to spin 
over ten years after failing my first spinning class. It’s been incredibly exciting for me—really soul uplift-
ing. It’s also been the year of brown, a color that used to be in the basement of my ‘I like it’ list—when  
it comes naturally from the sheep, it’s a thing of beauty.”

Janice Tauscher of San Francisco, California
Merino/Angelina/Sulyn paillettes, 2-ply, 8 wpi, 5 bpi, 425 ypp
“I looked up on the wall of the fiber shop Urban Fana Studio one afternoon, searching for a pick-me-up 
after a memorial service. This wool was hanging right next to the paillettes. The color reminded me of 
the ladies who ran the kitchen in the church I grew up in. Many of these blue-haired ladies are gone now, 
but they were on my mind that day. At least one of them wore a hat crocheted with paillettes. I had 
never used paillettes before, but I thought I would give it a try. I spun this on a Greensleeves spindle and 
plied it on my Schacht Hi-Lo. I strung the paillettes onto one of the singles and let them slip down one 
by one as I plied.”


